
From: J. Rose
To: Monroe, Pamela
Subject: Northern Pass
Date: Monday, July 10, 2017 11:53:12 AM

Dear Ms. Monroe -

I am sure you are tired of receiving negative comments expressing opposition to
Northern Pass, but I hope that you will consider the reasons behind the opposition
to this atrocity of these huge 170' towers defacing this beautiful state! There seems
to be many that feel the exact opposite and see Northern Pass as a great
opportunity for the state and its citizens. If, indeed, there are any advantages in the
way of jobs or whatever Northern Pass is promising, it will be short-lived. And, how
can any alleged benefits make up for the loss of the beauty of mountain skylines,
the ugly scar that will be seen across once forested areas, the damage to property
and wildlife that will not be recovered for many years, if ever? 
Many travel to our beautiful state for the fall foliage bringing much needed income
to many businesses across the state. Why would they come here after these towers
are erected? Much of the foliage will be destroyed and no one cares to travel here
to see towers in the fall or any other time of year instead of trees! Then, there are
all the other activities that people all across the country come to NH for - skiing,
hiking, camping, water sports, scenic drives along the White Mountain roads.... 
Many tourists who once made NH there vacation destination will likely opt to travel
elsewhere.
Please, do not let Northern Pass pass! Do not let these towers be erected! They can
easily bury their lines, if they must put power lines through this state. The impact
will be much less than those ugly towers!
Thank you for reading this letter and I hope you will see that Northern Pass's towers
should not be erected.

Sincerely, Janice Rose
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